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By Janet Evanovich

Bantam, 2015. Paperback. Condition: New. Reissue. Language: English . Brand New Book. NEW
YORK TIMES BESTSELLER He s a charming con man and she s a dedicated FBI agent, and they re
about to drive each other crazy . . . again! The FBI had one demand when they secretly teamed up
Special Agent Kate O Hare with charming con man Nicolas Fox--bring down the world s most-
wanted and untouchable felons. This time it s the brutal leader of a global drug-smuggling empire.
The FBI doesn t know what their target looks like, where he is, or how to find him, but Nick Fox has a
few tricks up his sleeve to roust this particular Knipschildt chocolate-loving drug lord. From the
streets of Nashville to the back alleys of Lisbon, from the rooftops of Istanbul to the middle of the
Thames, Nick and Kate chase their mark. When they find themselves pitted against a psychopathic
bodyguard and a Portuguese enforcer who gets advice from a pickled head, they decide it s time to
enlist some special talent--talent like a machete-wielding Somali pirate, a self-absorbed actor, an
Oscar-winning special effects artist, and Kate s father Jake, a retired Special Forces operative....
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ReviewsReviews

It in a of my personal favorite book. It is writter in easy terms and never hard to understand. Its been designed in an exceedingly easy way and it is only
after i finished reading this publication by which in fact changed me, change the way i think.
-- Lucinda Stiedemann-- Lucinda Stiedemann

The publication is straightforward in study safer to recognize. It is writter in straightforward words and never hard to understand. Its been printed in an
extremely straightforward way and it is just after i finished reading this book through which basically modified me, affect the way i think.
-- Percy Bernhard-- Percy Bernhard
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